
By John F. Budd, Jr.

It’s shaping up to be a stressful year for chief
executives and boards. Is this a recession or
isn’t it? The air is blue with rhetoric, political
and corporate. Risk management and share-
holder activism dominate board agendas. Aca-
demic philosophers churn out the potboilers,
recycling management verities. But, maybe if
they took exit polls at annual meetings as they
do at polling stations, executives would learn
that shareholders have a different perception
of what’s important. Of course they want their
investment to grow, but sometimes it doesn’t
and they find their confidence in the leadership
shaky. Shrewdly they begin to worry about the
CEO’s conduct and the intractability of the
directors, whom they (technically) hired. Never
mind all the talk about transparency, ethics,
and social responsibility. Are they getting the
straight story?

Pandering to the critics on one hand, and
apple polishingWall Street on the other, appar-
ently doesn’t work as skepticism remains.

A Hypothetical Scenario
We open at a board meeting of the

Hyperblocast Company. It’s the end of two
days of intense discussions. Charles August
Tweksberry (CAT) is speaking at a board meet-
ing. Earl Pritchard (EP) responds. Let’s listen.

CAT: Well, gentlemen and madam, I compli-
ment you on the prodigious work you have
done and wish you a Happy Thanksgiving.
(A hand shoots up.)

CAT: Yes, what is it, Mr. Pritchard?
EP: Mr. Chairman—with all due respect, I
don’t think we are finished.
CAT:What on Earth are you talking about,
Earl?
EP: You said shareholders would be pleased
with our work, our diligence. Howwill they
know?
CAT: You’ve read the press release.
EP: If you didn’t know the backgroundwould
you really learn anything from it?
CAT: Well…
EP: I’m sure we all remember the hammer-
ing we got when we released the second
quarter’s results and how much time we
spent in explaining what should have been
clear in the first place.
CAT: It’s a little late in the day. What would
you have us do?
EP: Ideally we’d have worked this out much
earlier. Give me the weekend to see if I can
come up with a better, clearer statement. I
ask the board to embargo the layoff report
until after the holiday.
CAT: I’m not sure we can do that, legally.
There’ll be a leak.
EP: Oh, I think we can. We’re carefully
reviewing the numbers, etc. Let’s not ruin
the holiday for the 5,000 or so that’ll be laid
off. They already face a bleak Christmas.
CAT: What do you think, folks? Shall we
follow his recommendation? Good. You
have the ball, Earl.
EP: Can we appoint a small task force—
maybe two directors and two outsiders to
study this issue of communications and
draw up a set of practical guidelines?
CAT: I’m willing to consider this, Earl. Give
me a piece of paper on it.

The meeting ends. Earl contacts a colleague,
a retired newspaper editor and, after getting a
confidentiality agreement, they develop a straight-
forward announcement that’s later taken at
face value without critical harping by activists.
The task force is composed of two directors,
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an ex-newsman, and a sociologist.
Routine, except that a step was taken to deal with

perceptions before the fact, not after. Language; timing;
identifying priorities; audience; choosing media of dis-
closure, etc.—these are considerations directors must
monitor. It’s no longer a “make-the-decision, issue-a-press-
release, go-home” routine.

Subtleties of Communication
Williams College sociologist Robert Jackall says his

research (150 intense, in-depth interviews over a ten-year
span in 16 companies) shows that employees regularly
hear different messages than managers are sending. For
instance, layoffs before holidays likely block out what-
ever rationalization management is offering to offset the
downsides.

The new “voice” of directors redefines risk manage-
ment for directors long conditioned to think within the
box. Yes, there’s orthodoxy even within the higher levels
that have pushed risk management, a.k.a. enterprise risk
management (ERM), to consider such newer, devastat-
ing events as terrorism, fraud collusion, outsourcing
issues, andmore. But to attend to unclear factors like tem-
perament or character opens wide for scrutiny an agenda
of subtle factors that have long bedeviled directors with
impunity.

The emergence of the impact of non–bottom-line fac-
tors is still hard to digest for executives who have ridden
to success through total dedication to “making the num-
bers.” Directors, in particular, are defenseless in face of
the public’s weighing in with such subjective factors as
trust, impressions of collegiality of the executive team,
customer loyalty, CEO and board integrity, peer regard,
and ability to attract talented individuals. But attitude
almost always tops aptitude.

There are Answers
Clues to this trend have long been ignored. For more

than a decade, Fortune’s “most admired” criteria have
been largely premised on soft values. Eleven years ago
despite eight consecutive profitable quarters, the chair-

man of Delta, Ronald Allend, was dismissed because he
was ruining morale. In 1991, a Harvard Business School
professor, Robert Eccles, wrote a thought-provoking
piece, “PerformanceManifesto” in the Harvard Business
Review, arguing that the metrics of balance sheets were
assessing the consequences of yesterday’s decisions rather
than indicating tomorrow’s performance. He, too, sup-
ported the intrinsic value of intangible factors which, he
predicted, would ultimately achieve par with quantita-
tive data.

Despite the message, management practices have
remained obedient to the measurement of known, con-
crete factors. True, some notice is being paid to facets like
customer loyalty, brand equity, and social responsibility,
but these are onlywhat appetizers are to entrées. Then there’s
the issue of what really constitutes intangible assets.

Intangible Risks
In 2001, former SEC chairman Arthur Levitt and

Jeffrey E.Garten, thenYale’s Business School dean, cobbled
together a list of such assets generallymissing from balance
sheets as customer lists, patent activity, level of innova-
tion, new product introduction patterns, size of available
markets, and analysis of competitor strength. Useful, but
unless it can be regulated, one argument goes, it has no
strength and you can’t set standards on such non-finan-
cial assets.

Despite the creative spread of risk management, in the
context of what inevitably helps substantially to trip up
CEOs, never is the “Risk of Personality Failure” addressed.
Or consider the “Risk of Board Privacy,” which denies
shareholders real insights into how independent directors
are fulfilling their obligations to them (which, largely,
they truly are). An examination of the “Risk of the Rou-
tine” leaves weighty policy decisions to be communicated
by routine pro forma press releases. You may scoff at the
elementary nature of these risks. Management bagatelle,
you say? Yet, trifles make perfection, and perfection is no
trifle. What are the intangibles that matter?

The Psychology of Risk
Psychologist Robert Hogan says that two-thirds of

the executives in leadership positions will fail, be fired,
or demoted.Why? Dysfunctional interpersonal tendencies
that are hard to detect during job interviews or uncover
in due diligences. Arrogance, haughtiness, hubris, ruth-
lessness, inability to listen, etc. Hogan knows of what
he speaks, having amassed over a 40-plus-year career a
unique data bank of one million individual personality
characteristics.

Are directors supposed to be psychologists? Isn’t that
the job of HR? Perhaps, but there are clues any thinking
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director can spot. It is not irrelevant to point out that
while personality assessments have been around scientific
circles since the 19th century, they only achieved legiti-
macy in the early 1990s and the progress into manage-
ment deliberations has, accordingly, been slow.

Warning Signs
Stanley O’Neal’s penchant for playing golf alone was

indicative of his low confidence level and perhaps indica-
tive of why he surrounded himself with “yes” men.
Robert Nardelli was a disciple of JackWelch, who it might
be remembered was once known as “Jack the Knife” for
at least half of his unusual 20-year career at GE.Was such
ruthlessness compatible with Home Depot’s culture?
Carly Fiorina’s ego was palpable. A fit with Hewlett-
Packard’s conservative traditions? Hank McKinnell’s
Mark Twain-like public persona camouflaged his imper-
ial behavior at home and at Pfizer.

It is precisely because company cultures, traditions,
and history vary substantially that no universal standards
can be set for assessing these factors, leaving it to directors
to make the difficult judgments.

One can speculate that the issue of excessive CEO
compensation did not arrive like the hurricane it has
become, but was signaled early on by consistent reports of
the disparity between executive pay and that of employees.
But therewas no corporateweather bureau towarn boards.

In the same vein, it can logically be reasoned that the
integrity of the CEO and a board is compromised by the
concept of stockoptions, backdatings, etc.,which encourage
short-term planning, versus the mantra of building share-
holder value, which is a product of long-term thinking.

Practical Attention to Intangibles
There’s no corporate alchemy required, just some

practical attention to non-financial items—residual signs
or omens that can not only trigger or worsen matters but
can even deny the CEO—and tacitly the board—the ben-
efit of the doubt from aggrieved shareholders when it is
most sorely needed.

In the 1920s, IBM founder T. J. Watson, Jr., coined the
motto “Think,” investing some $300million to propagate
the concept broadly. It appeared on office walls, plant
bulletin boards, desk tops, and was even the title of an
opinion magazine. Subject to consistent satirical reviews,
it nonetheless suggested IBM employees were a cut above
the rest—intellectually. In the spirit ofMr.Watson’s watch-
word, may we presume to offer one for directors, at least
subliminally? One not to be emblazoned publicly, but
rather mentally inhaled?

Ask yourself “Why?” There are no synonyms in any
thesaurus for “why.” Yet it can build credibility or, if

ignored, destroy reputations. It is available—for free. It
takes unusual personal capacity to harness.Donot be among
those directors who cannot find it because they do not look.

Pundits and academicians will no doubt sneer at the
simplistic notion that such self-discipline has any place
in the rigorous duties and responsibilities of directors.
You’ll not hear it discussed at the big conferences or small
workshops at which “names” will deaden your brain with
exhortations for personal vision, offering PowerPoint
charts of unfathomable text and bewildering flow charts.

But you’ll be asking yourself: Do we really know this
man (or woman) appearing as a candidate for the corner
office? Why do we always try to tidy up the accounts with
dollar-saving layoffs at year-end? Isn’t that an insensible
amount of money to pay this person? Why are those tal-
ented executives leaving? Why are we again caught off
base with another surprise? Can’t we establish some
mechanism to spot these developments before they explode
in our face? Maybe it comes down to: Would I believe
me if I said that, or did that?

Gary Hamel in his latest book, The Future of Man-
agement, argues that the prevailing management model is
obsolete; it hasn’t fundamentally changed in two gener-
ations, and is increasingly unable to copewith instantaneous
global changes—regulatory, cultural, technological, philo-
sophical, and psychological. In Back to the Drawing
Board, wise owl Harvard Business School Professor Jay
Lorsch worries that boards are faced with more issues
than there is time to address. Isn’t it time, he asks, to
redesign boards and board meeting agendas?

Why not put these two books on the bedside table,
and the office coffee table? Why not read them over and
over and start some discussions? �
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